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Committee Present:  A. Thompson, Chair, J. Alban, W. Dellicker, S. DeFrank, D. Krause  

R. Marcus, G. Strubinger 

Management Present: A. Bieber, C. Connelly-Weida, A. Conte, B. Kahler, T. Meyer 

Faculty Representative: M. Maikner 

 

 

CASH FLOW STATEMENT 

Mr. Kahler referred the committee to the CD balances on the bottom of the report.  The CDs are 

tiered in case State funding is not received on time and quite a bit of interest has been earned 

through the CDs.   

 

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES REPORT 

Mr. Kahler noted the report shows the numbers as of June 30, 2017. The numbers have been 

converted to an accrued basis and have only changed a small amount from last month. We will wait 

to see how the total reserves are by the end of the year.  

 

ENROLLMENT DATA UPDATE 

Dr. Bieber reported being cautiously optimistic about enrollment. The work on the Financial Aid 

applications continues and they have been broken down into categories for further review. It is likely 

that one-third of the applications under review will be maintained keeping students in class. Mr. 

Kahler stated the expectation as of today is that enrollment will be between flat and negative 4%.  

 

Dr. Bieber stated that higher education enrollment on a national basis is down about 14%.  Some of 

the sister community colleges are as high as negative 6%. The president of Edinboro University has 

stated that he is doing significant entrenchments, and the same gamut goes for many of the other 

PASSHE institutions.  

 

Mrs. Marcus added that one of the strongest threads of the keynote speech at Convocation was on 

a college’s success rate for retaining students rather than a student’s responsibility for staying in 

college.  She stated that as an institution, policies and practices such as the iCARE program that 

helps students to be successful should be in place and promoted. She stated: “The strength of the 

college moving forward will be the quality of care that we give students when they become one of 

ours.” 

 

 

 



 

GRANT COUNT SUMMARY 2015-2016 AND 2016-2017 

The committee reviewed the report.  Dr. Meyer explained that the report summary shows the grants 

that were approved, those not funded, and the grand total of those submitted and awarded. The 

committee was pleased with the report.  

 

2017-2018 COMMUNITY COLLEGE TUITION RATES 

Mr. Kahler noted the first portion of the report is on a per credit basis and the college is ranked #12 

by only a few dollars.  However, in the overall full time fees, LCCC has the lowest tuition in the 

overall block rate.  

 

When asked why we keep our tuition as the lowest, Mr. Kahler explained there is a mathematical 

formula for determining fees that takes into account the considerable amount of students who 

receive the Pell Grant that enables them to come to school,  If fees were raised, it could potentially 

create financial barriers for some of those students. The target has been to stay affordable and stay 

within the Pell amount.  

 

CAPITAL PROJECT STATUS UPDATE 

Mr. Kahler stated the paving project for Parking Lot A has been completed with excellent results.  

There is a meeting planned on Thursday with the engineers for the wastewater facility project to 

review the drawings. Mr. Kahler also reported that Dr. Bieber received a call stating that additional 

state funding was available. A request for funding the Vet Tech Center was immediately submitted 

and the college is seeking final approval from PDE for $1Million in reimbursement.  

 

CAPITAL BUDGET REVIEW FOR 2017-2018 

Mr. Kahler reported the budget is on target. A large computer project was completed this summer 

that basically replaced the core of the computer network. Cyber Security has been put in place, and 

we are close to becoming a NSA approved center.  

 

RESOLUTION: 7TH FLOOR DONLEY CENTER RENOVATIONS 

Mr. Kahler provided the architect’s proposed drawings to the committee for review. After the design 

review is finalized, bids will be sent out for construction pricing. Mr. Kahler noted that the architect 

will be involved in the entire project from the bid package to site checks during construction. The 

committee suggested the resolution be revised to reflect the scope of services supplied by the 

architect. A revised resolution will be moved forward for full Board approval.  

 

REVIEW MANY VOICES, ONE VISION  

a. 2016-2017 Year-End Dashboard Summary  

Dr. Ceil Connelly-Weida distributed paper copies of the Year-End Dashboard Summary 

Report.  She referred the committee to the diagram on Page 3, which shows there were 55 

action strategies of which 100% had activity; 35% were achieved; 16% are a combination of 

achieved and in progress; and 49% are in progress.  Most notable was that seven of the 

strategies were embraced by their task force and have been institutionalized. The strategies 

that have been institutionalized are as follows:  

 



 

1) First Year Experience. A position has been created for a Director of FYE.  

2) Bridge Program for Students. 

3) Develop ADA Compliant Resources. An ADA support person will be hired. 

4) Tracking System for Student Transfer Outcomes. Work has begun on establishing 

a system and a clearing house will be able to tell us how are students are doing once 

they leave us. 

5) Internship and Career Exploration Opportunities.  

6) Improve Quality of Instruction: Faculty Peer Mentoring. 

7) Professional Development: President’s Leadership Institute. This program has 

been expanded as a regional institute with Northampton Community College and 

Reading Area Community College. 

 

In addition, the President’s Office will institute a new program called Emerging Leaders, 

which is for mid-level supervisors. The Vice Presidents have identified 15 candidates and a 

host of topics that include communication and time management skills geared to helping 

them become better supervisors.  

 

In response to a question about reverse transfer agreements, Dr. Meyer provided an 

explanation of the reverse transfer agreement with the PASSHE schools. The agreement 

states that students who transfer out early to attend a state college can transfer credits back 

to the community college towards their Associate's degree.  Students must earn at least 45 

credits at the community college and the final 15 credits can be transferred in.  Dr. Bieber 

added that this helps with graduation rates and if the student does drop out, they have at 

least earned their Associate's’ Degree.  

 

Mrs. Marcus asked if an executive summary of the strategic plan year-end dashboard 

summary could be prepared to be used as a talking point with the sponsor districts. 

 

Dr. Bieber informed the committee that Ms. Elizabeth Bolden, President/CEO of 

Pennsylvania Commission of Communities Colleges, would be visiting the college on 

Wednesday.  Dr. Bieber stated that since the Leadership Team was meeting that day, she 

would have Ms. Bolden attend the meeting to meet the members of the Leadership Team.   

 

OLD BUSINESS 

Mr. Kahler reported that the pollinator garden is doing well and the STEM Club will be coming out to 

pull weeds and do general maintenance.  

 

NEW BUSINESS 

Mr. Kahler stated that for over 20 years some of the school districts, the college, Lehigh Career and 

Technical Institute (LCTI), and Carbon Lehigh Intermediate Unit #21(CLIU) have participated in a 

healthcare trust that was never formalized. Work has begun on creating a formalized agreement 

and it is now finalized. Each entity will be a member with one trustee, and each member will have 

one vote. There are rules and regulations about new members and how funds will be disbursed if 

terminated. The way the consortium works is that this will go to the school boards first for approval, 



 

then LCTI, CLIU, and finally the college. The plan is to bring this back to the committee by 

September if the approvals are received in time.  

 

Mr. DeFrank commented that the consortium has worked extremely well and the approval process 

should be brief.  

 

Mr. Kahler also informed the committee about a recent call from the superintendent from Lehighton 

Area School District about whether or not the college was still interested in securing space in 

Carbon County. This was an informal conversation about the possibility of creating a multi-

partnership, and the conversation will continue after more data is made available.  It is a 

hypothetical discussion at this point in time.   

 

ACTION ITEMS/FOLLOW UP 

Health Care Trust 

Executive Summary for the Strategic Plan Dashboard Report 

 

  

Respectfully submitted,  

  
 Ann C. Conte 

Office Assistant to the President’s Office  

Assistant Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
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